


SOCKS· GLOVES· HATS
WATERPROOF BREATHABLE&

SEAMLESS WATERPROOF TECHNOLOGY
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GO BEYONGD THE WEATHERS
Our technology allows you to

DEXSHELL

With DexShell, YOU WILL EXPERIENCE THE DRY COMFORT

One thing is certain, somewhere its cold and raining. Whatever the 

conditions, having cold, wet feet and hands is very uncomfortable.

DexShell is committed to developing accessories for outdoor 

activities with waterproof and breathable performance.Using our 

unique construction methods and superb quality materials, the 

comfort of the wearer is optimized.

     



100% WATERPROOF
BREATHABLE 

CLOSE FITTING



durable outer

membrane

comfortable
inner

breathable

windproof

waterproof

DexShell waterproof products have a three layer construction by its 

Best-in-Class lamination technology.

The outer shell is the protection layer knitted with the durable and wear 

resistant yarns, which are also easy to drip dry.

The inner has direct contact with the skin so needs to be comfortable yet 

able to adjust to the micro environment inside.

The inner component is knitted with performance yarns like Coolmax FX 

Fresh and Merino Wool to provide a comfortable

experienceeven in the most extreme conditions.

The Coolmax FX yarn is antibacterial and can reduce blistering of the 

skin caused by inefficient moisture transfer and absorption properties.

The functional interlining is a waterproof and breathable Porelle 

membrane which is reliable, high performance and of consistent quality.



SOCKS

SOCKS
SEAMLESS WATERPROOF TECHNOLOGY

WATERPROOF BREATHABLE

The DexShell intelligent range of waterproof breathable socks are 
designed for a multitude of outdoor uses; running, cycling, hiking, 

riding and dog walking to name but a few...
The DexShell collection of socks delivers unrivaled combination 

of comfort and warmth with an added unique benefit that 
conventional outdoor socks simply do not possess.
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KIDS SOCKS
Bamboo light weight

Code: DS546
Size: one size children
Colour: Black with Tangelo Red stripe

Outer sock: 96% nylon, 3% elastane, 1% cuff elastics.

Interlining: Porelle membrane.

Inner sock: 70% bamboo rayon (viscose), 30% nylon.

ULTRALITE BAMBOO SOCKS
Bamboo light weight

Code: DS643
Size: S, M, L, XL
Colour: Black with Grey stripe

Outer shell: 96% nylon, 3% elastane, 1% cuff elastics.
Interlining: Porelle waterproof breathable membrane.             
Inner sock: 70% bamboo rayon (viscose), 30% nylon.

Performances: 
- Waterproof and higly breathable
- Ultra light weight with casual design 
- Naturally antibacterial and sweat absorbing

An ultra light, ankle length sock made with the eco friendly 
bamboo rayon inner. Suitable for daily working, dog walking 
or gardening in wet condition.


















